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Introduction
Economists have long recognized that if there are economies
of geographic scope in advertising,2 entry (into markets where
advertising is important) by at least some firms may be
deterred. 3

More specif ically, some econom ists have argued that

potential entrants are not able to enter regionally because they
cannot effectively use spot advertising in a limited area to
counter less expensive network advertising by established
national firms.4

And even

if a disparity in the cost of network

and spot advertising doesn't bar entry, economists realize that a
sizeable difference will affect firm strategies and market
outcomes.

For example, regional firms, because advertising is

relatively more expensive for them, may enter niches in the
market where advertising is a relatively less important
competi tive tool.
Despite continued interest in the question of economies

in

network advertising, the relationship between network television
advertising costs and spot advertising costs remains in question. 5
On the one hand, Porter argues that network advertising rates are
from 10% to 70% of equivalent average spot rates. 6

On the other

hand, Peterman reports that once differences in the sizes of the
audiences are accounted for, most of the difference in rates
di sappear.7

Al though Peterman's rev iew of Porter's analysi s

correctly points out that Porter misinterpreted the data he used,
Peterman's analysis is also somewhat problematical, since he
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relies on published rates which may be quite different from
actual transaction prices. 8
Although transaction prices obviously are preferable to
published rates, researchers typically face formidable hurdles in
obtaining such information.

One context in which transaction

level data may appear, however, is in Ii tigation that includes
consideration of marketing generally and advertising in
particular.

If economies of national network advertising are

substantial, one would expect that they would be reflected in the
advertising and general marketing documents of firms.

This might

be expected to be particularly true of industries in which some

firms distribute nationally, while others are primarily regional
firms.

The purpose of this note is to review the information

about economies of network television contained in publicly
available documents from a recently completed case, In the Matter
of General Foods (FTC Docket 9085), which dealt with the sales of
gr ound coff ee. 9
Description of the Industry
The pattern of sales of ground coffee during the 1970s, the
focal period for the case, was ideal for raising the issue of
network versus spot advertising costs.

At the beginning of the

period, General Foods' regular Maxwell House brand (RMH) was the
only major brand of ground coffee being distributed nationally.
The remaining ground coffee roasters all had distribution
patterns that excluded large portions of the country.

Table 1,

below, lists the principal roasters and their market shares in
various areas of the country.

As Table 1 indicates, none of the
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roasters other than General Foods had even a low level presence
in all areas of the country.

As a result, none of the other

roasters would be expected to be able to make economical use of
network advertising, since a large proportion of any network
advertising would be wasted on consumers in areas where they
could not find the product on the shelves of local grocery
stores.
General Foods, although it had national distribution, was
not equally popular in all areas of the country.

It had a much

larger share in the mid-West and East than it did in other parts
of the country.

Consequently it pursued a mixed strategy of

network and spot advertising.

A base level of network

advertising was provided in all areas and then supplemental spot
coverage was purchased. IO

This pattern in itself is consistent

wi th the proposi tion that network advertising has some cost
advantage.

However, either differences in audience composition

or very small cost differences could generate this type of
pattern, so it is not definitive evidence of a sizeable cost
disparity between network and spot television.

Documentary Evidence on Network and spot Advertising Costs
During the course of the General Foods investigation,
marketing documents were subpoenaed principally from General
Foods, but also from other roasters.

Since the focus of the case

was on events surrounding Folgers' expansion into the eastern part
of the country, most of the materials from General Foods' files
focus on relative costs for General Foods' Maxwell House brand and
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for

Fol ger s.
These General Foods documents make numerous references to

economies of network purchases ("buys").ll

As mentioned earlier,

General Foods bought base levels of network advertising which
were supplemented with spot advertising.

In general, General

Foods' documents reported that Maxwell House had a cost advantage
relative to Folgers on this basis.

Typical are these statements

from documents CX449 and CX450 prepared by Maxwell House's advertising
agency:
In addition, because of RMH'S national distribution and
Folger's regional development, RMH is in a position to take
greater advantage of the efficiency of network. (CX449-C)
spot vs. Network: ... , (nationally) RMH makes more use of
network television than Folger's.
RMH places 40% of its weight
in network, Folger's 16%. The major reason for this is because
RMH has a national distribution and Folger's does not.
RMH,
therefore, can reap the advantages of the economics of scale
afforded by network tel ev isi on. (CX449-D)
spot vs. Network: RMH has the opportunity to take advantage
of heavier use of network: 36% vs. 2% for Folger's.
(CX450-F)
RMH gained competitive leverage through its ability to use
dollar efficient daytime network television. (CX450-M)
In addition to these general descriptions of the cost
efficiency of network TV, General Foods' documents made
quanti tative comparisons of costs, using women gross rating
points (WGRPs),1 2

The adverti sing del ivery and cost comparisons

in Table 2, for example, are also taken from CX450
"Folger's:

Round II Defense Market Media Analysis".
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TABLE 2
~OMPARATIVE

Area and Date
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
**
**
**
**

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Johnstown
Wheeling

**
**
**
**

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Johnstown
wheeling

AND ADVERTISING DELIVERY*

Regular Maxwell House (National and SQot}
Expenditures
Mean
Exp./MO.
(OOOs)
WGRPs
WGRPs
11-12/71
01-03/72
04-06/72
07-09/72
3/73-2/74
3/73-3/74
3/73-3/74
3/73-3/74

255
320
160
120

$ 140
211
126
84

275
220
263
233

200
205
235
195

1166
400
144
74

486
150
47
29

Mean
WGRPs

Area and Date
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland

~OSTS

11-12/71
01-03/72
04-06/72
07-09/72
3/73-2/74
3/73-3/74
3/73-3/74
3/73-3/74

160
150
105
130
155
155+
155+
155+

**
**
**
**

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Johnstown
Wheeling

137
107
105
105

$ 428
238
333
269

1067
324
104
60

574
174
56
32

Price of WGRPs for RMH
price of WGRPs for Folger

Area and Date
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland

Folger's ( SQotl
Expenditures
Exp./MO.
(000 s)
WGRPs

11-12/71
01-03/72
04-06/72
07-09/72

.64
.92
.79
.87

3/73-2/74
3/73-3/74
3/73-3/74
3/73-3/74

.85
.86
.84
.91

*
WGRPs are women gross rating points-- a measure of audience size
among women. Expenditures per monthly WGRPs is the price of a month's
worth of 1 WGRP. For example, in Cleveland during the two months of
November and December 1971, the mean level of WGRPs was 255 or 2 x 255
= 510 monthly WGRPs.
The price for these 510 monthly WGRPs was
$140,000 or $275 per monthly WGRP.
**
Projected by Ogilvy & Mather
+
starts 4/73.
Source: CX 450
-6-

In describing the figures for Cleveland, Ogilvy and Mather
concluded that, although RMH had "out-delivered" Folger's by 53%,
RMH had outspent Folger's by only 24% (CX 450).

The difference in

costs per rating point were attributed in part to RMH's use of
network advertising.

0 & M specifically noted that the Cleveland

comparisons between RMH and Folger advertising expenditures were
not marred by major differences in the day parts being used or by
message length differences (CX 450-M and

m.

Both firms used

predominately fringe time and 60 second messages. 13

Since a

relatively small portion of RMH'S total advertising in this area
carne from network advertising, the Ogilvy and Mather analysis
implies that network rates were considerably lower than spot
rates. 14
Another comparison of the rates was done in RMH's 1971
Media Plan (CX 441).
analysis.

Table 3 presents the basic data used in the

Based on this data, Ogilvy & Mather concluded:

Daytime network is an efficient means of providing
national support. The chart below (Table 3) demonstrates that day spot in the top 178 markets is
45 percent more costly while covering fewer households.
(CX 441-G)
The conclusion that network advertising is less costly
than spot advertising of comparable quality was also found in the
submissions of other coffee roasters.

An explicit evaluation of

the issue appeared in a 1976 Hills Brothers document entitled
"Network vs. spot Cost Comparison" (CCX 867).

In this document,

Hill s Brother s' staff eva1 uated the advi sabi1i ty of replacing its
4th quarter 1976 spot purchases with network buys.

This Hills

Brother's analysis concluded that a network program for this
7

TABLE 3
RELATIVE COSTS OF NETWORK AND SPOT FOR REGULAR MAXWELL HOUSE
IN FISCAL 1971

Cost
Day Network

Day Spot

no

GRPs}

$5,450

% US TV HH
100

(178

Mkts.)

$7,900

Source: CX 441-H
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period would have cost $3,053,500 compared to spot costs for the
same period, the same GRPs, and the same day parts of $3,987,750.
The spot purchases in this comparison are more than 30% higher
than the network costs.1 5

Hills indicated that the prices per

weekly GRP were $975 for network daytime and, $2,300 for network
prime time vs. $1,415 for daytime spot and $2,950 for prime spot
covering Hills distribution areas.
45% higher than the networ k figure.

The spot daytime figure is
The spot pr ime time f igur e

is 28% higher than the network figure.

caveats To The preceding Analysis
The documents described in the prev ious section appear to
support the view that there were cost savings associated wi th
using network rather than spot TV during the 1970s.

The size of

these savings appears to have varied from five to forty-five
percent.

However, these results should not be interpreted too

broadly.

Not only is the documentary evidence limited to one

industry, but it is not always clear what factors are held
constant in the comparisons of spot and network advertising
costs.

While we have no reason to bel ieve that inval id

comparisons were made by the media planners who wrote the
documents we cite, we suspect that appropriate ceteris paribus
comparisons are difficult to make.

When either spot or network

TV is not available for certain shows which attract the
particular demographic group the manufacturer wishes to reach,
comparison of "effective" rates w ill be impossible.

This type of

problem may arise frequently since spot and network televi sion

9

shows differ and the positioning of the ads differs.

These do

not appear to be trivial points since the closeness of an ad to
the purchase decision varies across shows and the positioning of
ads within a show alters an audience's recall of the ad.16
For example, in ex 44l-I, Olgilvy and Mather indicated its belief
that night network TV provides a "favorable commercial
environment" relative to other classes of

TV

advertising due to:

somewhat less commercialization during prime time
greater viewer involvement (Attentiveness scores
suggest higher viewer interest)
in-show posi tioning.
When comparisons can be successfully standardized in terms
of particular audience attributes, such as age, sex, and income,
it appears 1 ikely that spot and networ k costs w ill vary both
absolutely and in comparison to each other for the different
demographic groups.

After all, the price of network and spot tv

is a function of both supply and demand forces, which vary for
different shows, since the costs of producing shows and the
demand for access to the audiences attracted by shows differ.

Tables 4 and 5 illustrate the variation in charges for
network and spot tv.

Table 4 suggests that the cost

effectiveness of adverti sing on particul ar tel ev isi on shows will
differ depending on what demographic group one is trying to
reach.

For example, if one is trying to reach women, daytime

network is over 100% more cost effective than nightime network
television.

However, the cost effectiveness of daytime network

10

TABLE 4
COST PER THOUSAND ADVERTISING EXPOSURES
Day Net :30
Total Women

Night Net :30

$1.04

$2.28

Women 18-49 yrs. of age

1.90

3.67

$5,000-$9,000 households

4.20

5.08

$10,000+ households

5.00

5.30

$5,000+ households

1.32

2.54

.83

1.83

Total Households

Source:CX 441
Note: Fringe time represents the time between late afternoon and
prime evening time and an exposure represents a person
being present when an ad is shown on telev isi on.
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is much less for the other demographic groups shown in the table
Table 5, which is for cereal rather than coffee advertising,
reports figures that suggest that the cost effectiveness of
network television

may vary relative to the cost effectiveness

of spot television over time.

While the chart focuses on

seasonal differences in the relative costs, showing that network
charges (per thousand households per commercial minute) are
closer to spot charges in the winter than they are in the
surnmer,17 similar variations may also be present for different
times of day and television shows (types of audiences).
example, General Foods

For

found it advantageous to spread its

advertising across network and spot advertising at different
times of the day to reach the various demographic groups it felt
it needed to reach.

(CX 441-G, H, I,

appear to be limited to coffee.

This behavior does not

J)

Many of the leading food

advertisers use spot and network TV.18

However, the use of

network TV does appear to be more concentrated among the largest
advertisers than is the use of spot TV.19
Conclusion
The evidence presented above supports the view that there can
be sizeable cost savings associated with the use of network rather

than spot TV.

However, it is also apparent that this general

statement may have to be tempered for particular products which
appeal to different demographic groups than coffee does and,
perhaps for different time periods. 20

Furthermore, while spot TV

advertising does appear to be more expensive, the difference in
cost between spot and network TV rates does not appear to be as
12

TABLE 5
SEASONAL VARIATION IN ADVERTISING RATES CHARGED
TO GENERAL MILLS' CHERRIO' S BRAND
JUNE 1963 - MAY 1964

Season
Summer

Winter

Source:

Time of Day

Network/Spot

Cost per Thousand
Households per
~mercial Minute

M-F/Various AM

Spot

1.43

M-F /Average AM

CBS

1.00

M-F /Various AM

Spot

1.08

M-F /Average AM

CBS

1.05

CX GMI-555

13

large as Porter bel ieved.2l

The cost disadvantage of spot,

identified in case documents, was approximately half that reported by
Porter.
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expressed in the paper are the authors' and are not intended to
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2
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"economies" we focus on are those that potential ad buyers face.
We do not try to identify in detail the demand, or supply
characteristics that generate any observed differences between
spot and network charges. Data on the costs of contracting and
providing network and spot ad time would be needed for this
analysis, which were not available to us. Similarly, data on the
market power of the relevant actors was unavailable. However, it
seems logical that network buyers are likely to be in a better
position to negotiate price reductions and that the transaction
costs associated with selling network time will be lower per
audience size.
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1
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in the FTC's cereal case. (FTC v. Kellog et. al., D-8883)
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The view that audience recall varies with the time of day
was pointed out by Benton & Bowles in an analysis prepared for
General Foods. They argue that prime time network TV has a 25-30%
higher commercial recall than spot Tv. (CX 779-C) Another
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be more effective since audiences are more likely to pay attention
to the ads. This is the "In-show posi tioning" to which the
Olgilvy and Mather document refers.
In their article "The Audience-revenue Relationship for
Local Television stations," Franklin Fisher, John McGowan, and
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L. L. Mather, pp. 22-23.
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In 1976, the top 12 network advertisers made 57% of the
expenditures on network TV ads, while the top 12 spot
advertisers made only 37% of the expenditures on spot television.
(L. L. Mather, pp. 22-23.)
20
In addition to the differences associated with time which
are mentioned above, one must also be concerned that the relative
prices of spot and network television may be experiencing
different long-run inflation rates.
Indeed, it appears that,
while the inflation rates were similar for the 1965-1975 period,
in 1976-1977 network television prices may have increased much
more rapidly (15%) than spot TV prices (6%). However, confirming
data based on transaction prices is not available.
If this type
of sizeable structural change took place, it could modify the
relationships described above.
21
As John Peterman points out, Porter's estimates appear to
have actually compared one network rate with another, (Peterman,
p. 554) since Porter assumed the networks' base rates are the
stations' spot rates.
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